Cultural Connections
Group Tours Incorporated

1-800-724-TRIP
Specializing in customized group tours

Costa Rican Sampler
Featuring Monteverde, Arenal, and Guanacaste
Monteverde

7 Days / 6 Nights
$2,350-$2,650
Price Varies with Group
Size and Travel Dates
Guanacaste – Flamingo Beach

Day 1
Departure & Folkloric Dinner
Depart on your flight to San Jose, Costa Rica.
Arrive and have some time to get settled. Tonight,
enjoy a special welcome dinner and folklore
show, overlooking the city and central valley.
Overnight in the San Jose area.
Day 2 Café Britt Tour & Lunch, Monteverde
This morning, take a fun and entertaining tour of
Café Britt, where you’ll gain an insight into one
of Costa Rica’s oldest industries – coffee farming.
Enjoy a tour and typical ‘Tico’ lunch before
transferring north to the Monteverde Cloud
Forest Reserve, a rainforest setting known for its
biodiversity, and as home to thousands of plant,
bird, amphibian and mammal species – most
notably orchids, Ocelots, Tapir, the Long Tailed
Manikin and Bare-necked Umbrella Birds.
Tonight, enjoy a guided night hike in the
Monteverde rainforest to experience the
nocturnal life that abounds after the sun sets!
Dinner and overnight in Monteverde.
Day 3
Zipline Tour & Arenal Taxi Boat
This morning is reserved for an exciting canopy
zip-lining tour through the tree-tops of the cloud
forest in Selvatura Park featuring 13 cables,
spanning 15 platforms and 2.2 miles (said to be
Costa Rica’s best Canopy tour!). Also have the
opportunity to traverse the final cable ‘Superman
Style’ and/or ride the ‘Tarzan Swing’ (Superman
Cable and Tarzan Swing at an extra cost)! After
lunch, cross Lake Arenal by taxi boat and
proceed to your hotel. Dinner and overnight in
the Arenal region.

Day 4
Horse Ride, Rafting & Hot Springs
This morning, enjoy a horseback riding tour to
see the beautiful La Fortuna Waterfall (and the
chance to swim in the pools under the
waterfalls!). This afternoon, enjoy an adventurous
White Water Rafting experience!
Dinner
tonight is followed by a dip in the hot pools of
Baldi Hot Springs, all in the shadow of the
beautiful and dominating Arenal Volcano.
Overnight in the Arenal region.
Day 5
Juari Farm & Flamingo Beach
Today you will tour Juari Tropical Farm, an
self-sustaining organic farm, where you will
experience hands-on learning while harvesting
plants on the farm and preparing a special lunch
using the farm’s crops. Continue on to the
northern most province of Costa Rica, Guanacaste.
Arrive and check into your resort, and then have
some time to enjoy the grounds and beach.
Dinner and overnight in Guanacaste.
Day 6
Beach Time & Dance Lessons
Have a day to enjoy the beach – rest, relax and
swim in the beautiful blue waters, or participate in
an optional kayaking or snorkeling tour (at an
additional cost). This evening, participate in Latin
Dance lessons followed by a special farewell
fiesta dinner! Final overnight in Guanacaste.
Day 7
Return Flight
Check out and transfer to the Liberia airport for
your return flight (with one connection).
Sample Tour Itinerary
Customize for your group, your preferences,
your budget, your timeline!
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